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Welcome to PHONETIC CONNECTIONS™ 
BuildUp™ Phonics
Thank you for selecting BuildUp™ Phonics from Benchmark Education 
Company. BuildUp™ Phonics extends the phonics instruction begun 
in StartUp™ Phonics. The kit supplies all the lesson resources, 
books, posters, and support tools needed to provide whole-group 
instruction, guided practice, and support in small groups, as well as 
independent practice opportunities. Teachers and students alike will 
find the lessons and materials engaging, hands-on, and motivating. 

Why Teach Explicit  
Phonemic Awareness and Phonics? 
A good reader is like a builder who is able to reach into a toolbox 
of fa miliar tools and pull out the right tool at the right moment. 
Like tools, each reading skill or strategy has an important use in the 
complex cognitive process of reading.

Think about a young student who is in the beginning stages of 
learn ing to read. He meets a large number of unfamiliar words in his 
en vironment. His brain is very busy trying to categorize, integrate, 
com pare, and analyze the graphophonic information about letters, 
sounds, and words. Without the keys to this decoding process, the 
stu dent cannot move quickly to other reading skills. 

The Goals of BuildUp™ Phonics 
In order to shape young students’ development of phonemic 
knowledge,  BuildUp™ Phonics creates opportunities to provide 
students at different stages of literacy growth with varied 
experiences that promote automatic and flexible control of letters 
and words. The systematic lessons will:

•  Build a foundation for successful phonics instruction 
BuildUp™ Phonics provides a review of previously taught phonemic 
awareness and phonics skills (short vowels and consonants) to 
ensure student mastery before new skills are introduced.

•  Explicitly and systematically teach new phonic elements 
Instruction over the five days moves from direct whole-group 
modeling and guided practice of the phonic element to real 
reading of decodable books, and skill review through independent 
literacy center activities. Each day includes explicit instruction 
for phonemic awareness, sound/symbol relationships, blending, 
spelling, and sight words.

BuildUp
PHONICS I n t r o d u c t i o n

BuildUp™ Phonics is a 

complete kit designed for 

use in the phonics block 

within the Benchmark 

Literacy balanced core 

reading program. It 

presents a research-based, 

explicit, and systematic 

approach to teaching the 

phonics skills students 

need when learn  ing to 

read. 

Benchmark Phonics • BuildUp Level 3 • Long Vowels, Blends, Digraphs, & Variant Vowels	 ©2012 Benchmark Education Company, LLC
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I N T R O D U C T I O N

•  Support and motivate all learners 
Some students grasp phonics skills quickly and easily. Others need 
more time to practice each new skill. Every BuildUp™ Phonics 
unit helps teachers tailor instruction to their students’ needs 
with hands-on small-group activities for additional practice; 
independent extension activities; support tips for English Language 
Learners; motivating, multisensory manipulatives; and take-home 
practice activities.

•  Make systematic phonics instruction manageable in  
a comprehensive literacy classroom  
Phonics is only one of the many daily literacy events in a 
comprehensive literacy classroom. BuildUp™ Phonics is designed to 
help teachers maximize their time. The explicit teacher’s guide can 
support teachers with little or no phonics experience. The program 
provides all the information teachers need to be successful.

©2012 Benchmark Education Company, LLC	 Benchmark Phonics • BuildUp Level 3 • Long Vowels, Blends, Digraphs, & Variant Vowels
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I N T R O D U C T I O N

The Research Behind BuildUp™ Phonics
BuildUp™ Phonics reflects the most current research on how to teach phonemic 
awareness and phonics effectively. The bibliography on page li summarizes  
this research.

Phonological and Phonemic Awareness
Phonological awareness is the ability to hear and orally manipulate sounds in 
spoken language. It includes the recognition of words within sentences, the ability 
to hear rhyming units within words, the ability to hear syllables within words, and 
the ability to hear and manipulate phonemes, or individual sounds, within words, 
which is known as phonemic awareness. Phonemic awareness is the understanding 
that the sounds of spoken language work together to make words.  

What the Research Says About 
Phonological and Phonemic 
Awareness Instruction  

•  Before children learn to read print, 
they need to become aware of how the 
sounds in words work. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

•  If children do not know letter names 
and shapes, they need to be taught 
them along with phonemic awareness.

 
 

•  Children who have phonemic awareness 
skills are likely to have an easier time 
learning to read and spell.

 
•  Blending and segmenting phonemes 

in words is likely to produce greater 
benefits to students’ reading than 
teaching several types of manipulation.

 
 
What BuildUp™ Phonics Provides 

•  StartUp™ Phonics, used prior to BuildUp™ 
Phonics, provides fifty beginning-of-
the-year lessons to reinforce students’ 
awareness of sounds so that they can 
more easily move to sound/symbol  
relationships. Throughout BuildUp™ 
Phonics, students continue to practice 
the sounds introduced in StartUp™ 
Phonics. 

•  StartUp™	Phonics, used prior to BuildUp™ 
Phonics, provides lessons that reinforce 
letter recognition and formation 
through explicit modeling and guided 
practice.

•  Phonemic awareness instruction  
continues on a daily basis in BuildUp™ 
Phonics.   

•  Students practice orally blending and 
segmenting sounds in every BuildUp™ 
Phonics unit.
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I N T R O D U C T I O N

Phonics Instruction
Phonics instruction focuses on teaching students the relationships between sounds 
of the letters and the written symbols. In phonics instruction, students are taught 
to use these relationships to read and write words. Phonics instruction assumes that 
these sound/symbol relationships are systematic and predictable and that knowing 
these relationships will help students read words that are new to them.

What the Research  
Says About  
Phonics Instruction 

•  Systematic and explicit phonics in struction 
is more effective than  
nonsystematic or no phonics instruction.

 
•  Students need frequent and cumulative 

review of taught letter sounds. 

•  Effective phonics programs provide ample 
opportunities for students to apply their 
knowledge of letters and sounds to the 
reading of words,  
sentences, and stories.   
 
 
 

•  Approximately two years of phonics 
instruction is sufficient for most  
students.

 
 
What BuildUp™ Phonics Provides 

•  BuildUp™ Phonics units provide direct, 
explicit teaching of letter-sound  
relationships in a clearly defined sequence. 

•  Every BuildUp™ Phonics unit incorporates 
review of previously taught letters and 
sounds.

•  Within each unit, students progress from 
blending individual words to reading 
word lists to reading decodable texts that 
contain only words built on the  
phonics elements students have been 
taught. A carefully controlled number  
of sight words is introduced in each unit, 
as needed to read meaningful decodable 
texts.

•  For most students, StartUp™ Phonics  
provides a year of beginning phonics 
instruction, and BuildUp™ Phonics provides 
a second year of instruction. However, 
both kits can be used flexibly to speed up 
or slow down instruction as needed.
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Getting Started Checklist
Use the following checklist to help you get ready to use BuildUp™ Phonics.

❏    Unpack your program components. Use the BuildUp™ Phonics 

Components at a Glance on pages x–xi to make sure you have everything.

❏     Organize your classroom using the Setting Up Your Classroom 

suggestions on page ix. 

❏    Familiarize yourself with how to use the program. Read 

Using the Components on pages xii-xxi and review the BuildUp™ Skills on 

pages xxiv–xxvii. Visit http://phonicsresources.benchmarkeducation.com to 

familiarize yourself with the digital tools available.

❏    Study the teacher’s guides. Examine the decodable texts, posters, 

and support tools.

❏    Prepare for assessment.

 •  Download and print one copy of each student assessment page 

(laminate, if desired).

 •  Make one copy per student of the teacher record forms.

❏    Prepare for instruction.

 •  Make the spelling transparencies (using the blackline masters on pages 

xlv and xlvi).

 •  Make copies of the parent letter (on pages xlvii and xlviii) if you wish to 

establish a home connection at the beginning of the year.

 •  Download and print student copies of lesson activities for upcoming 

lessons (using blackline masters for each unit available on the resource 

site).

❏    Administer the pre-assessment and analyze the results to 

determine your students’ starting point in the BuildUp™ Phonics skill 

sequence and how to group students for small-group instruction.

BuildUp
PHONICS

Getting Started
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G E T T I N G  S T A R T E D

Setting Up Your Classroom
BuildUp™ Phonics instruction accommodates whole-class and small-group instruction as 
well as center activities. Use the model below to help you prepare your classroom.
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Classroom Resources
•  Pocket chart
•  Chart paper

BuildUp™ Phonics 
Materials
•  Lesson resources 

and support tools 
as needed

•  Decodable texts
•  Poetry Posters

Independent  
Practice Centers
Classroom Resources

•  CD player and  
headphones

BuildUp™ Phonics 
Materials
•  Lesson resources and 

support tools as needed

Whole-Class 
Instructional  

Center
Classroom Resources
•  Easel
•  Overhead projector
•  Pocket chart
•  CD player
•  Board or  

chart paper

BuildUp™ Phonics 
Materials
•  Lesson resources 

and support tools as 
needed

•  Poetry Posters
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BuildUp
PHONICS

31 Teacher’s Guides for Phonemic Awareness and Phonics 
Units, each with Reproducible Tools, Activities, and Home 
Connections available on the resource site.

Lesson Resources

Take-Home Books
(available on the resource site)

54 Decodable Titles (6-packs) 

Front

Books and Posters

31 BuildUp™ Poetry Posters  

Components at a Glance

10 Teacher’s Guides for Short Vowels and 
Consonants Review Lessons, each with 
Reproducible Tools, Activities, and Home 
Connections available at http:// 
phonicsresources.benchmarkeducation.com.
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 BuildUp™ Poetry CD

BuildUp™ Frieze Cards

Phonetic Letter Card Set

❍ ❍ ❍

❍ ❍ ❍

Student Workmats

Blends Chart
BuildUp™ Sight Word Card Set BuildUp™  

Decodable Word Card Set 

❍

❍

❍

❍

❍

❍

❍

❍

❍

❍

❍

❍

Support Tools

BackFront

BackFront
Back

Front

BuildUp™ Picture Word Cards
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Teacher’s Guides for Short Vowels and 
Consonants Review Lessons  
Ten review lessons begin the instructional sequence in BuildUp™ 
Phonics. These explicit lessons are intended for students who need 
beginning-of-the-year instruction or review in short vowels and  
consonants before they move to more advanced phonics instruction. 
Use the pre/post assessments to determine whether or not to use 
these lessons with your students.

Review short  
vowels and  

consonants sound/ 
symbol  

relationships 
through explicit 

whole-group  
activities.

Review sight words 
previously taught in 
StartUp™ Phonics as 

needed for decodable 
text reading.

BuildUp
PHONICS

Using the Components
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U S I N G  T H E  C O M P O N E N T S

Practice blending in the context 
of decodable texts that contain 
only words with short vowels and 
consonants (introduced in  
StartUp™ Phonics).

Small-group and 
independent  

activities help you 
support students at 

a range of levels.

Every lesson 
provides  
support 

for English 
Language 
Learners.
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Teacher’s Guides for New-Skill  
Phonemic Awareness and Phonics Units
The thirty-one new-skill units in BuildUp™ Phonics teach blends, 
digraphs, long vowels, and variant vowels in a systematic sequence 
that supports current research on best practices. All teacher’s guides 
follow a consistent sequence that provides five days of instruction 
targeting one phonetic element and its sound.

U S I N G  T H E  C O M P O N E N T S

Start with phonemic  
awareness activities.  

(Days 1-4)

Move to quick  
sound/symbol  

relationship activities 
involving word and 

picture sorts.  
(Days 1-2)

Provide blending practice 
daily with decodable 
word lists. (Days 1-4)
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U S I N G  T H E  C O M P O N E N T S

Use the Quick-Checks to assess students 
whose progress you feel you need to 
check, and work with small groups of 

students who need extra support. (Day 
5) Students who are not in the small 

group complete a blackline master  and 
independent activities.

Work with small groups of students 
to read decodable texts. (Days 3-4) 
Students who are not reading the 

text complete a blackline master and 
independent activities.

Introduce and practice six 
spelling words per unit. 

(Days 1-4)

Introduce and practice sight 
words used in the decod-

able text reading. (Days 1-4)
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U S I N G  T H E  C O M P O N E N T S

BuildUp™ Poetry Posters 
Thirty-one poetry posters—one for each new phonetic element 
taught—come folded for easy storage. The posters are used for 
whole-group instruction as well as small-group activities to provide 
additional support.

Each poster features a  
playful, alliterative poem that 
emphasizes the target sounds. 
It is used to develop phonemic 
awareness and sound/symbol 
relationships.

Each poem is supported by an 
audio CD recording. Highlight 
specific phonics skills or sight 
words in context.
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U S I N G  T H E  C O M P O N E N T S

Thirty-one titles (with real-world 
connections to math, science, and 
social studies) provide practice 
with the new skills.

An additional thirteen titles 
provide practice after all thirty-
one new-skill units of BuildUp™ 
Phonics have been completed.

BuildUp™	Decodable Texts
BuildUp™ Phonics follows best-practice research that recommends 
students have frequent opportunities to apply phonics skills in 
authentic reading contexts. 

The BuildUp™ Phonics nonfiction, photo-illustrated decodable  
texts have been carefully written so that only phonics elements  
students have learned and practiced appear in the books. A very  
limited number of sight words are also used in the decodable texts. 
New sight words are always explicitly taught before they appear in 
students’ decodable text reading. Previously taught sight words are 
also reviewed.

Ten nonfiction titles provide 
a review of skills taught in 
StartUp™ Phonics: short vowels, 
consonants, and sight words.

Take-Home Books allow you to send 
students home with real books to 
share with family members. Available 
to download and print on the 
resource site.
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Support Tools 
High-quality, durable, and motivating manipulatives are provided to 
support the instruction throughout BuildUp™ Phonics. 

BuildUp™ Poetry CD
Lively readings of all thirty-one BuildUp™ Poetry Posters support the 
phonemic awareness and sound/symbol relationships lessons as well 
as center/independent activities in the BuildUp™ units.

BuildUp™ Frieze Cards
On the front of each laminated frieze card are words to model the 
target new skills, along with photo(s) illustrating the target sound. 
The card fronts are used to introduce sounds and teach sound/
symbol relationships. On the back of each card are decodable words 
containing the target skill. The card backs are used to model and 
provide practice in blending words.

BuildUp™ Picture Word Cards
All picture cards used in the new-skill units are provided in an 
alphabetically indexed box within the BuildUp™ Phonics storage box. 
Because you will use these cards in many lessons, it is recommended 
that you store them alphabetically for easy reference. The cards 
have pictures on one side, for phonological awareness practice, and 
pictures with labels on the other side for picture and word sorts.

BuildUp™ Sight Word Card Set
Two copies of every sight word explicitly taught in BuildUp™ Phonics 
are provided on card stock to support whole-group instruction 
and small-group and independent activities. These cards are used 
in multiple lessons. Keep in mind that blackline master versions of 
these cards, organized by lesson, are provided on the resource site.

Back

❍

❍

❍

❍

❍

❍

BackFront

BackFront

Front

U S I N G  T H E  C O M P O N E N T S
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BuildUp™ Decodable Word Card Set
One copy of every decodable word used in BuildUp™ Phonics lessons 
is provided on card stock. These cards are used in multiple lessons. 
Blackline master versions of these cards are provided on the resource 
site.

Phonetic Letter Card Set 
Multiple copies of each letter of the alphabet are provided on card stock 
for use in pocket chart, small-group, literacy center, and indepen dent 
activities with Level 1 lessons and Level 2 units. Blackline master ver sions 
of these cards are provided on the resource site.

Blends Chart
A large blends chart is included in the kit. It is a useful resource to 
reinforce sound/symbol relationships.

 
 
 

Student Workmats 
The twenty laminated Student Workmats are double-sided. Side one 
has an alphabet strip at the top and a blank space on the bottom for 
prac tice in writing letters and words with a dry-erase marker. Side 
two has elkonian boxes for two-, three-, four-, five-, and six-letter 
words. Students can practice hearing and recording sounds with 
coun ters or by writing letters in the boxes.  

❍ ❍ ❍

❍ ❍ ❍

❍

❍

❍

❍

❍

❍

U S I N G  T H E  C O M P O N E N T S
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U S I N G  T H E  C O M P O N E N T S

Reproducible Tools, Activities,  
and Home Connections Resources 
Every review lesson and new-skill unit has corresponding 
reproducibles needed for instruction which can be downloaded and 
printed at http://phonicsresources.benchmarkeducation.com.

Each new-skill unit 
has three take-home 
activities. Use the parent 
letters (in English and 
Spanish) on pages 
xlvii–xlviii to establish a 
home connection at the 
beginning of the year.

Activity blackline masters, referenced in 
each lesson or unit, are available.  

All lesson-specific tools are provided in  
reproducible form for literacy-center and  
independent activities. Once you make  
reproducible versions, save them in envelopes.   
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Assessment 
This teacher resource system provides a variety of methods for you 
to gather, record, and evaluate information about your students’ 
phonemic awareness, phonics, and sight-word knowledge. Based on 
this information, you can decide what skill instruction your students 
need and whether they would benefit from small-group instruction.

Pre/Post Assessments
Pre/Post Assessments cover all of the skills taught in the kit 
(phonemic awareness, phonics, and sight words). All assessments are 
administered on a one-to-one basis (see pages xxix–xliv).

Quick-Checks
Quick-Check Assessments are provided at the end of every unit and 
include phonemic awareness, segmenting and blending, and sight 
word recognition. As you analyze student responses, note which 
sounds or sight words give students difficulty. You may decide to 
provide further practice in the skill by using small-group activities in 
each unit. The student sheets are available on the resource site.

Informal Observation 
It is recommended that in addition to the Pre/Post and Quick-Check 
Assessments, you use informal observation to note whether students 
are mastering the skills. If you are uncertain about how a student is 
performing on a skill, call on that student to perform the task during 
the lesson and observe what he/she does. If you feel the student 
requires more practice, use the small-group mini-lessons provided 
within each unit. Throughout the unit, teacher assessment tips are 
provided to help you make observations about student progress.

Phonics and sight word 
assessments have student sheets. 
You may wish to laminate these 
for reuse. (Printable PDF versions 
are provided on the resource 
site.)

Pre/Post Phonics Assessments test 
students‘ knowledge of consonant 
clusters, long vowels, and variant 
vowel sounds.

All assessments have teacher 
records for documenting 
individual student progress.

U S I N G  T H E  C O M P O N E N T S

Quick-Check 
Teacher 
Record

Quick-Check Student Sheet

Assessment Tip: Use the completed 
blackline master to assess how well 
students can make connections between 
sounds and the letters that stand for 
those sounds.
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Grouping Students 
Use the pre/post assessments to determine where in the kit you will 
begin instruction (review lessons or new-skill units). The pre/post 
assessments will also help you determine whether or not you need 
to do all sections of the unit lessons, and will help you identify  
students who will need more support in learning the sounds. The 
independent activities for each unit allow you to provide meaningful 
learning for the larger group while you work with a small group or 
individual students who have not mastered the skills.

Most of the teaching of each unit can be done with a whole 
class, using a pocket chart or board for demonstration purposes. 
Assessment tips throughout the unit help you determine whether 
students need further support in a small group. It is recommended 
that decodable texts be read with small groups of students so that 
you can more easily monitor students’ reading. 

Pacing the Instruction 
BuildUp™ Phonics has been designed for use with a whole group 
during the phonics block of your comprehensive literacy program. Each 
day’s lesson is designed to fit within a 20–30 minute instructional block 
of time. During this time, students will practice sounding out words 
in a controlled, decodable format. They should have the opportunity 
to apply their decoding skills, along with other reading strategies, 
during the small-group reading block of your literacy program.

Each new skill unit spans a five-day period. In other words, you will 
introduce and practice one phonetic element per week. You can 
choose to use some or all of the activities, depending on the needs 
of your students. For example, you may find that you want students 
to work more quickly and learn a new skill every three days. If this is 
the case, you may select from any of the activities that you feel will 
most benefit your students. 

BuildUp
PHONICS Managing Instruction  

in the Phonics Block
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Introducing Benchmark Literacy  
for Grades K–6
Benchmark Education Company is known for its pedagogically sound,  
research-proven literacy solutions. Now Benchmark Education is proud  
to put these carefully developed, scientifically tested components into one  
comprehensive, easy-to-implement reading program for Grades K–6.
Benchmark Literacy supports all the daily components of high-quality 
reading instruction, including the research-based, systematic approach 
found in BuildUp™ Phonics. 
You will find:

• Assessment to drive instruction and help teachers monitor progress

•  Interactive read-alouds to model good-reader strategies with award-winning  
trade literature 

•  Shared reading mini-lessons to explicitly model comprehension, vocabulary,  
and fluency

•  Differentiated small-group reading that builds seamlessly on shared-reading instruction 
and addresses the needs of above-, on-, and below-level readers, as well as English 
learners and special-needs students

• Independent reading to encourage the transfer of skills and strategies

•  Phonemic awareness, phonics, and word study to build strong decoding  
and word-solving strategies

Differentiated  
Small-Group/ 

Guided Reading

Independent 
Reading

Phonemic Awareness, 
Phonics  

& Word Study

Interactive  
Read-Alouds  

to model  
good-reader strategies

Shared Reading  
Mini-Lessons  

for comprehension,  
vocabulary, and fluency

Assessment  
to drive instruction 

BuildUp
PHONICS Phonics Instruction in a  

Balanced Literacy Program
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   Phonemic Sight  Spelling 
Lesson/Unit Phonics Skill Awareness Skill Words Words

 Lesson 1 Review short vowels  N/A N/A 
  and consonants   

 Lesson 2 Review short vowels  N/A N/A 
  and consonants

 Lesson 3 Review short vowels  N/A N/A 
  and consonants

 Lesson 4 Review short vowels  N/A N/A 
  and consonants

 Lesson 5 Review short vowels  play N/A 
  and consonants

 Lesson 6 Review short vowels  N/A N/A 
  and consonants

 Lesson 7 Review short vowels  N/A N/A 
  and consonants

 Lesson 8 Review short vowels  small N/A 
  and consonants

 Lesson 9 Review short vowels  bull, duck N/A 
  and consonants

 Lesson 10 Review short vowels  N/A N/A 
  and consonants 

 Unit 1 l-family blends • initial l-family blends ball, dog, say blot, plot, clap, flap, 
   • segment onset and rime  slip, glad

 Unit 2 r-family blends • initial r-family blends all, looking, crab, trip, brim, drip,  
   • blend onset and rime says prop, trim 
   • blend and segment  
      phonemes 

 Unit 3 s-family blends • initial s-family blends his, that skip, spot, sniff,  
   • sound substitution  smell, stop, swim

 Unit 4 final s-family blends • final s-family blends could, wasp*, desk, fast, ask,   
   • identify final sounds wasp’s* wasp, blast, crisp 
   • blend onset and rime 

BuildUp
PHONICS Skills

*	Asterisked	terms	are	story	sight	words.
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   Phonemic Sight  Spelling 
Lesson/Unit Phonics Skill Awareness Skill Words Words

 Unit 5 final consonant  • identify final sounds  likes, new, band, blend, mint,  
  clusters     (consonant clusters) plays print, sunk, hang 
   • blend and segment onset  
      and rime 
   • initial sound substitution 

 Unit 6 final consonant  • identify final sounds  make craft, gift, yelp,   
  clusters    (consonant clusters)  help, lamp, melt 
   • blend and segment onset  
      and rime 
   • initial sound substitution 

 Unit 7 3-letter blends  • identify 3-letter blends does, need* split, squint, strap,  
   • blend and segment   strand, spring,  
     phonemes  scrub 
   • initial sound substitution 

 Unit 8 CVCe long a • identify long a N/A make, take, rage,  
   • medial sound substitution  stage, place, scale 
   • differentiate medial sounds 

 Unit 9 CVCe long o • identify long o back, too smoke, stole,  
   • medial sound substitution  home, hope,  
   • differentiate medial sounds  rope, stove

 Unit 10 CVCe long i • identify long i one, three mine, time, bite,  
   • medial sound substitution  five, drive, quite 
   • differentiate medial sounds 

 Unit 11 open vowels • identify ending vowel  car, long,  go, so, no,    
     sounds walk, when, me, he, we 
   • blend and segment  sometimes* 
      phonemes 
   • identify final sounds 

 Unit 12 final digraph -ck • identify final sounds (k) N/A deck, sock, neck,  
   • identify medial sounds  stick, black, trick 
   • final sound substitution 

 Unit 13 digraphs ch, sh • identify initial and  were, your chat, such, flash,  
      final digraph sounds  shift, crush, rich 
   • differentiate final sounds 
   • initial sound substitution 

 Unit 14 digraphs th, wh • identify initial sounds or, some,  thin, thank, math,  
   • differentiate final sounds something*, path, whale, when 
   • initial sound substitution what
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B U I L D U P ™  S K I L L S

   Phonemic Sight  Spelling 
Lesson/Unit Phonics Skill Awareness Skill Words Words

 Unit 15 long a digraphs • identify long vowel sounds N/A paid, faint, drain,  
   • differentiate long vowel   trail, stay, play 
      sounds 
   • medial sound substitution 

 Unit 16 long o digraphs • identify long o vowel N/A boat, goat, snow,  
      sounds  grow, toe, bold 
   • differentiate long vowel  
      sounds 
   • medial sound substitution 

 Unit 17 long e digraphs • identify long e vowel N/A meal, speed, three,  
      sounds  sleep, clean, reach 
   • differentiate long vowel  
      sounds 
   • medial sound substitution 

 Unit 18 long i digraphs • identify long i vowel sounds N/A pie, find, sigh, tie,  
   • blend and segment   high, might 
      phonemes 
   • initial sound substitution 

 Unit 19 y as a vowel • identify final vowel sounds N/A try, funny, baby,  
   • final sound substitution  sky, happy, cry

 Unit 20 variant vowel /är/ • identify medial sounds  N/A park, smart, card,  
     (variant vowels)  spark, charm, yard 
   • differentiate medial sounds 
   • medial sound substitution 

 Unit 21 variant vowel /ûr/ • identify medial sounds  chair*, into burn, clerk, bird,  
      (variant vowels)  fur, first, stern 
   • differentiate medial sounds 
   • medial sound substitution 

 Unit 22 variant vowel /ôr/ • identify medial sounds  as, tall* port, shore, more,  
      (variant vowels)  roar, door, thorn 
   • initial sound substitution 

 Unit 23 r-controlled digraphs • identify r-controlled vowels give hear, steer, dear,  
   • identify final sounds  deer, clear, peer 
   • final sound substitution 

 Unit 24 variant vowel /âr/ • identify r-controlled vowels N/A fair, dare, pear,  
   • identify final sounds  square, chair, wear 
   • final sound substitution 
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B U I L D U P ™  S K I L L S

   Phonemic Sight  Spelling 
Lesson/Unit Phonics Skill Awareness Skill Words Words

 Unit 25 variant vowel /oo– / • identify medial sounds  from broom, spool, blue,  
     (variant vowels)  soon, grew, chew 
   • blend and segment  
      phonemes 
   • initial sound substitution 

 Unit 26 variant vowel /ô/ • identify medial sounds  N/A taught, talk, draw,  
     (variant vowels)  long, bought, cause 
   • medial sound substitution 

 Unit 27 variant vowel /oo/ • identify medial sounds  berry*, these shook, wood,   
     (variant vowels)  could, stood, pull,  
   • medial sound substitution  should

 Unit 28 diphthong /ou/ • identify medial sounds  puts, word* found, now,  
     (diphthongs)  ground, how,  
   • medial sound substitution  house, plow

 Unit 29 diphthong /oi/ • identify medial sounds  N/A point, toy, joy,   
     (diphthongs)  soil, oil, spoil 
   • medial sound substitution 

 Unit 30 soft c, g • listen for soft consonant  about cent, gem, ace,   
     sounds  age, face, huge 
   • blend and segment  
     phonemes 
   • initial sound substitution 

 Unit 31 silent letters • differentiate sounds who lamb, wrong, calf,  
   • segment sounds  know, knew, write 
   • blend and segment  
      phonemes 
   • initial sound substitution 

(

*	Asterisked	terms	are	story	sight	words.
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  Decodable Poetry Build Up™ 
 Unit Title Posters Frieze Cards
 Lesson 1  At the Mat N/A N/A

 Lesson 2 Am I in It? N/A N/A

 Lesson 3 Can It Fit? N/A N/A

 Lesson 4 Pets N/A N/A

 Lesson 5 Bugs N/A N/A

 Lesson 6 Am I Sad? N/A N/A

 Lesson 7 Fun in the Sun N/A N/A

 Lesson 8 Is Bob Big? N/A N/A

 Lesson 9 Did It Beg? N/A N/A

 Lesson 10 My Pet Pup N/A N/A 

 Unit 1 Cliff Glug the Slug l-family blends

 Unit 2 The Crab Fran and Brad r-family blends

 Unit 3 The Red Sled Skip the Skunk s-family blends

 Unit 4 The Bad Pest The Wasp final s-family blends

 Unit 5 Frank and Brent Camp at Sunset final consonant clusters

 Unit 6 At Camp Left at Camp final consonant clusters

 Unit 7 Scram, Cat! Beside the Stream 3-letter blends 

 Unit 8 A Cake for Nate What Will I Take? CVCe long a

 Unit 9 Home With Mom and Dad Mole’s New Home CVCe long o

 Unit 10 One to Five Five Tired Mice CVCe long i

 Unit 11 Jo and Me Come On, Jo open vowels

 Unit 12 Rocks, Rocks, Rocks Tick Tock final digraph -ck

 Unit 13 In the Sunshine Catching Fish digraphs ch, sh

 Unit 14 What Do You Think? Why digraphs th, wh

 Unit 15 Play This Game With Me Rainy Day long a digraphs

 Unit 16 Show Me! Toad and Goat long o digraphs

 Unit 17 Will It Eat? Flea’s Feast long e digraphs

 Unit 18 A Sight to See I Love Pie long i digraphs

 Unit 19 I Will Try Sunny y as a vowel

 Unit 20 Which Part? My Dog Bart variant vowel /är/

 Unit 21 My Turn to Fit The Dirty Skirt variant vowel /ûr/

 Unit 22 More Corn Early One Morn variant vowel /ôr/

 Unit 23 I See! I Hear! The Deer r-controlled digraphs

 Unit 24 They Have No Cares Not Fair variant vowel /âr/

 Unit 25 Can You See It, Too? Lost Boots variant vowel /oo/

 Unit 26 Meet Us All Ball Game variant vowel /ô/

 Unit 27 A Good Cook The Crook’s Book variant vowel /oo/

 Unit 28 Now We Draw Brown Cow dipthong /ou/

 Unit 29 A Day to Enjoy New Toy dipthong /oi/

 Unit 30 Circus in the City The Mice soft c, g

 Unit 31 I Know! Fudge silent letters

BuildUp
PHONICS Core Kit Materials  

Correlated to Units




